= the starting value or seed, X,~= the nth value of the sequence, and mod = the modulus operator (returns the remainder of the division of two integer operands, e.g., 10 mod 3 = 1, because 3*3+1 = 10; likewise, 9 mod 3 = 0, and 11 mod 3 = 2).
In most cases, the numbers generated by Equation 1 are further divided by the modulus m, in order to obtain a (uniform) distribution of real numbers between 0 and 1. However, not all values of a, c, and m yield a good random generator. There is a large literature about which values to use (see Nance & Overstreet, 1972; Sahai, 1979; Sowey, 1972 Sowey, , 1978 Sowey, , 1986 , for bibliographies). Table 1 gives some of the best values that have been suggested hitherto, and references to where more information may be found.
As shown in Table 1 , the modulus of the generators is quite large. This is because all congruential random number generators ultimately get into a loop, producing a sequence ofnumbers that is repeated endlessly. The length of the repeating sequence is called the period ofthe generator; if seedl < 0 then set seedl = if seed2 < 0 then set seed2 = if seed3 < 0 then set seed3 = it is always less than or equal to the modulus m. A gener-& Hill, 1984) . In addition, Wichmann and Hill (1982) ator with modulus 8 thus yields a period of 8 different provided an implementation of the algorithmthat requires numbers at most. For instance, a generator with a = c = arithmetic only up to 30323 and therefore is easy to im-5 and m = 8 always gives the sequence ..., 1, 2, 7, 0, plement on a 16-bit microprocessor (the maximum value 5, 6, 3, 4, 1, 2, 7 irrespective of the starting value of a 16-bit integer is 32767). Wichmann and Hill's (1982) (the only difference that the starting value makes consists implementation is the following: of where in the period the process is started). The importance of the values of a and c can be illustrated if we take, Algorithm 1 for instance, a = c = 2, m = 9. This leads not only to Wichmann and Hill's (1982) Random Number Generator a period shorter than the maximum period (i.e., 9), but also to a period that depends on the starting value, as can 1. Define 3 starting values (one for each subgenerator) set seed 1 = 0 < seed 1 < 30269, be seen below set seed2 = 0 < seed2 < 30307, All the generators in Table 1 produce satisfactory sequences of random numbers if the requirements with respect to the starting value are met (in some cases this value must be odd or different from zero). One problem, however, seriously limits their use in everyday scientific life. Because round-off errors must not occur, the algorithms are difficult to implement on the 16-bit microprocessors frequently used in psychological laboratories. This problem for a long time seemed unsolvable, because of the need for a sufficiently large modulus, but in 1982 Wichmann and Hill presented a rather simple solution. They showed that adding several congruential generators and taking the fractional part led to a new congruential generator with a much larger modulus and much better statistical properties. More specifically, they used the following three multiplicative (i.e., c = 0) generators: seedI + 30269 seed2 + 30307 seed3 + 30323 set random number = fractional part of (seed1/30269 + seed2/30307 + seed3/30323) 3. Optional, to check for rounding-offerrors (McLeod, 1985) if random number 0 then set random number = 1E-30 if random number 1 then set random number = 0.9999999999
Return random number
The generator needs three seeds to start (see Part 1 ol the algorithm). All seeds must be larger than 0 and smallet than their modulus. They only need to be defined before the first random number is calculated, because they are 2~updated every time a new number is produced. Taking ' / the same seeds leads to the same sequence of random numbers, which may be appropriate in simulations to test the effect of a small variation in one of the parameters, bui which usually is not necessary. "Random" seeds can be obtained by using either the time-of-day clock informa-
The composite generator is equivalent to a simple multiplicative congruential generator with a = 1655 54252 64690 and m = 2781 71856 04309 (Zeisel, 1986) , and it has an estimated period length of 6.95 * 1012 (Wichmann tion or the random number generator of the machine (i.e., the routines RANDOMIZE and RND in Microsoft BASIC). However, the best way to guarantee that two subsequent sequences are independent is to take the last values of the first series as the seeds of the second series. "Random" seeds involve the (small) risk that the generator starts somewhere in the sequence of the previous series and thus produces two related strings of random numbers. In the worst case, all numbers in the second series match the sequence of numbers in the first series.
McLeod (1985) pointed to the possibility that roundoff errors in some systems may yield random numbers equal to 0 or 1. In the remainder of this article, random numbers are always assumed to be larger than 0 and smaller than 1, and therefore it may be advisable to include Part 3 of the algorithm. Otherwise, problems may arise. For instance, in the randomization procedure (see below), there will be a range error if the random number equals 1, and in many of the algorithms for standard normal distributions, to take the logarithm will be impossible if the random number equals 0. Wichmann and Hill's (1982) random number generator has been tested several times (Wichmann & Hill, 1982; MacLaren, 1989 ; see also below), and it produces a very satisfactory output. Therefore, its use is strongly recommended. An additional advantage is that it can easily be reproduced in different laboratories, because the algorithm yields the same sequences of numbers on different systems (at least if the starting values are known).
The only disadvantage of the algorithm is that it is rather slow. On our system (an IBM AT 286 clone running at 8.9 MHz according to the Landmark CPU speed test), with Turbo Pascal 4.0 software (Borland), it takes 1.38 msec to generate one random number. This is 9.2 times slower than the built-in random number generator (0.15 msec per number). However, although things may have improved for recent versions of languages, one should be skeptical about the performance of the built-in generators (see, e.g., Afflerbach, 1985, on Commodore and Apple; Aldridge, 1987, on the Apple H; Edgeil, 1979, on the DECsystem-10; Lordahl, 1988, on IBM; Modianos, Scott, & Cornwell, 1987, on several PCs; Strube, 1983 , on the Commodore VIC-20). Therefore, if "true" randomness is essential, researchers should at least do some empirical tests on the appropriateness of their system (see below) if Wichmann and Hill's (1982) generator is not to be used. Researchers should also check to see that the built-in algorithm is reseeded every time a new sequence of numbers is desired. Microsoft BASIC and Turbo Pascal, for instance, always return the same sequence if they are not reseeded with the RANDOMIZE statement.
Of course, the choice of random number generators to a large extent depends on what is investigated. For some applications, the most important requirement is that all values have the same probability of occurring, a requirement that most built-in generators meet. For instance, if one wants to estimate the probability that x 2 < y (x and y being uniformly distributed random variables between 0 and 1), a built-in generator will create approximately the same results as will Wichmann and Hill's (1982) generator. The only difference will be that the latter takes more time (for those who are interested, the exact value of P(x 2 <y) = 2/3; 100,000 trials with Algorithm 1 gave an estimate of 0.6647, and 100,000 trials with the IBM builtin generator yielded 0.6641). If, however, the independence of the numbers in a sequence is predominant, most built-in generators will fail (see, e.g., Lordahl, 1988) . Since many processes do not have a uniform (rectangular) distribution, the random numbers generated by Algorithm 1 are only occasionally useful without transformation. Additional algorithms are needed to transform the numbers into samples from other distributions. This article only deals with two of these distributions, the standard normal and the standard exponential. The normal distribution is considered because of its importance in many simulations, the exponential distribution because we need it for randomness in time. Algorithms for other distributions (Student's t, F, chi-square) can be found in Kennedy and Gentle (1980) or Ripley (1987) , or in preprogrammed statistical simulation packages such as DATASIM (Bradley, 1988; Bradley, Senko, & Stewart, 1990) . It should also be noted that it is possible to convert uniformly distributed random numbers into random numbers from any distribution by using the simple fact that the cumulative density function (cdf) of any distribution is uniform between 0 and 1. All that is necessary is to generate a uniformly distributed random variable (which denotes a point on the cdf) and take the inverse of the cdf function whose distribution you desire to sample from. Examples are given below for the standard normal and the standard exponential distribution, but the rule can be extended to any distribution.
Normal Distributions
There are numerous ways to convert a uniform distribution of numbers between 0 and 1 to a standard normal distribution (mean equal to 0 and variance equal to 1). Five of them will be discussed here. They are chosen because they are reasonably fast and accurate, and they require but a small amount of memory.
As indicated above, a first way to convert a random number generated by Algorithm 1 into a standard normal deviate is to consider each number as a value of the cdf of the standard normal. We all know that a z value of -1.96 corresponds to a cdf value of 0.025 and a z value of 1.96 to a cdf value of 0.975, because we have all used it to calculate (two-tailed) statistical significance. Thus, what we need is an algorithm that converts cdf numbers such as 0.025 or 0.975 into their corresponding z values of -1.96 and +1.96. Brophy (1985) compares several of these algorithms, one of which (Hill & Davis's) will be used in Algorithm 2. This algorithm has been chosen because it is quite accurate (maximum absolute error of 0.00035) and relatively fast (see below). Other algorithms may be preferred if either speed or accuracy is to predominate (see Brophy, 1985 , for these algorithms). In the following algorithms, Z denotes a random variate from the standard normal distribution. A second method for the normal distribution owes to Box and Muller (1958) . The underlying rationale is rather simple (see, e.g., Ripley, 1987, p. 54) , but, for the sake of brevity, it will not be explained here. The algorithm is the following:
, Z 2 = C*sin(A) Algorithm 3 produces two independent standard normal deviates, Z 1 and Z 2 , at least if the random number generator is good. If the generator is not good, the (Z 1 , Z 2 ) pairs are likely to be situated on a limited number of circles or radii (see the cautionary tale in Ripley, 1987, pp. 55-59) . We have plotted several hundreds of thousands of these (Z 1 , Z 2 ) pairs based on Algorithm Ito check whether they are indeed dispersed throughout the whole plane. Algorithm 1 passed the test very well.
A third method to generate standard normal deviates is Marsaglia's (1962) polar method, a modification of the Box-Muller algorithm. It avoids evaluation of sines and cosines.
Algorithm 4 Standard Normal via the Polar Method
, Z 2 = AV 2 Marsaglia and Bray (1964) published a modification of the polar method that is slightly more complicated but faster. Speed is acquired by introducing simple auxiliary functions that can be assessed most of the time, and by restricting the time-consuming polar algorithm to fill in the gaps between the theoretical distribution and the approximation.
Algorithm 5 Standard Normal According to Marsaglia-Bray
A final algorithm we will include is the ratio of uniforms (Best, 1979; Knuth, 1981, pp. 125-127; Ripley, 1987, p. 82) .
Algorithm 6
Standard Normal via Ratio of Uniforms 1. generate U, ,U~= random number set V = 0.8578*(2*U 2
An algorithm is good if it is reasonably fast and accurate in the tails, and if it returns deviates with a cdf value close to the expected value. Table 2 gives these results for the five algorithms presented above. The first three columns give the tail probabilities at the low end of the distribution, the next three at the high end. The seventh column tabulates the maximal absolute difference between the obtained and the expected cdf, and the eighth column returns the average time needed for the generation of one deviate.
2 All algorithms used random numbers generated with the use of Algorithm 1. Because the generation of these random numbers is relatively slow, the average number of uniform deviates needed for the calculation of a normal deviate will be a considerable factor in the speed of an algorithm; this value is therefore given in the next to the last column of Table 2 . Another important aspect of the speed is the average number of time-consuming operations (logarithms, exponentials, square roots, sines and cosines) that need to be evaluated. This figure is presented in the last column of Table 2. All estimates are based on 100,000 trials.
The accuracy in the tails and the maximum absolute deviation of observed and expected cdf values are good and comparable for all five algorithms. Only the time needed to evaluate a standard normal deviate differs and ranges from 5.65 msec for the polar method to 9.37 msec for the inverse cdf method (for the system and the language used). Because the Marsaglia-Bray method requires the most random numbers (i.e., 3.9), the results are more in favor of it if random number generation is fast. One way of speeding it up might be to evaluate the random number in the first step with the built-in generator. The major requirement of this number is that it be uniformly distributed, as is the case for most built-in generators (e.g., in our system, estimates based on 1,000,000 trials yielded an error smaller than 1.4 * l0~between the observed probabilities and the probabilities required for the Marsaglia-Bray algorithm). The time needed for the generation of one standard normal deviate then drops from 6.51 to 5.34 msec.
Exponential Distributions
Just like normal deviates, exponential deviates can be generated by using the inverse cdf function. The cdf of an exponential distribution is F(x) = 1 -e~", and the inverseisF'(U) = -ln(l-U)!X. If X = 1, wehavethe standard exponential. U is a uniformly distributed random number between 0 and 1, so that, for programming purposes, it makes no difference whether we take 1 -U or U. This gives us the following algorithm(E denotes a random variate from the standard exponential distribution):
Algorithm 7 Standard Exponential via Inverse Function generate U = uniformly distributed random number set E = -ln(U) return E A second way to generate exponential deviates is to split the range of E up into intervals. More specifically, the exponential distribution is considered as the compound of a geometric and a new exponential distribution with pdf e_x!(l -e~').The following algorithm owes to von Neumann (1951) . Its advantage is that it avoids the explicit use of the logarithm function (which is rather timeconsuming).
Algorithm 8 Standard Exponential According to von Neumann let I = 0 1. generate U, = random number set A =~U 1 2. generate U 2 = random number if U 1 U, then return E = I + A 3. generate U 3 = random number if U 3 s U 2 then go to 2 4. set I = I + 1 gob 1.
The last algorithm that we will discuss for generating exponential deviates makes use of the ratio-of-uniforms method. The fourth, the fifth, and the sixth steps are optional pretests to avoid calculation of the logarithm in step seven. More information on the algorithm is to be found in Ripley (1987, pp. 69-71 ; note, however, the mistake in the algorithm outline on p. 71).
Algorithm 9
Standard Exponential via Ratio of Uniforms
773 Accuracy in the tails, maximum absolute deviation between observed and expected cdf values, and speed of the (l+ln(a) -a*Uj then go to 2 b,/U, -(l+ln(b,)) then go to 1 b 2 /U, -(l+ln(b 2 )) then go to 1 -ln(U,) then go to 1 three algorithms are listed in Table 3 . Again, accuracies are similar, but this time the inverse cdf function (Algorithm 7) is fastest, at least if uniformly distributed random numbers are generated with the use of Algorithm 1. The average sum of random numbers needed to generate an exponential deviate shows that von Neumann's (1951) method will be superior if random number generation is faster (e.g., with the built-in generator, von Neumann's algorithm only takes 1.32 msec, against 4.35 for the inverse, and 5.06 for the ratio of uniforms).
TESTiNG RANDOM NUMBER GENERATORS
Empirical tests of random number generators can be divided into two broad categories. The first category consists of tests to examine whether the distribution of generated numbers corresponds to the theoretical distribution. This can be done with either a chi-square goodness-of-fit test or the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test. The latter test is more powerful when continuous functions are involved, but care should be taken with respect to which source is consulted. Many textbooks in the behavioral sciences do not provide a correct description of the K-S test (Kraner, Mohanty, & Lyons, 1980) . The obtained value of the fit statistic (chi-square as well as K-S) should be close to the expected value and not to zero, since small values indicate that the sequence fits the distribution too well. For instance, if we want to check whether Wichmann and Hill's (1982) random number generator produces an equal number of digits between 0 and 9 when multiplied by 10 and truncated, we should find a chisquare value around 9-that is, the number of degrees of freedom of the frequency test (100 chi-square tests based on 1,000 numbers each yielded an average value of 8.87, which is indeed close to the expected value). Similarly, a frequency test of the numbers 0-99 after multiplication by 100 and truncation should have an expected value of 99 (100 chi-square tests based on 1,000 numbers generated by Algorithm 1 yielded an average value of 97.90). The test can be made more precise, because not only should the average value of the fit statistic be close to the expected value, but also the distribution of obtained values should coincide with the theoretical distribution (see, e.g., Dudewicz & Ralley, 1981) . Thus, the distribution of 100 chi-square values based on the frequency test of the digits 0-9 (see above) should correspond to a chi-square distribution with 9 degrees of freedom. This again can be examined with the use of a K-S test or a chi-square goodnessof-fit test.
The second category consists of empirical tests to investigate whether the numbers in a sequence are well spread. It is not enough for Algorithm 1 to generate a uniform distribution of numbers. The numbers of the sequence must also be independent, and this is where most generators fail (see above). There is virtually an infinite number of tests that can be conceived to measure this property quantitatively. dhi-square and correlation tests can be used to test whether subsequent numbers are unrelated, although attention should be paid to the factthat, for some tests, the data are not independent and therefore a modified version is required (see Knuth, 1981, and Ripley, 1987 , for more information). Independence can also be examined by making predictions from the (assumed) independence and checking whether the data do indeed conform to these predictions. For instance, if digits between 0 and 9 are generated, we can tabulate the frequency of the interval lengths between two identical digits and compare the obtained frequencies with the expected ones. This test is known as the gap test. We can also look at the monotone increasing and decreasing subsequences and see whether their frequencies conform to the expected probabilities (a test known as the runs test). Or we can consider the lengths of sequences needed to "collect" all digits (coupon collectors' test), look at the number of matching digits in subsequences of four (the poker test), or calculate the frequency of the middle digit's being the maximum in a chain of three (the maximum test), and so on.
More information about such empirical tests can be found in Kennedy and Gentle (1980) , Knuth (1981) , and Ripley (1987) , mentioned in the introduction, or in Gruenberger and Jaffray (1965; but see below). The tests are not discussed at full length here, because all generators of Table 1 and Algorithm 1 are known to pass them successfully. For the same reason, theoretical tests that can be applied on random number generators (Atkinson, 1980; Knuth, 1981; MacLaren, 1989; Ripley, 1987) are omitted in this article.
THE USE OF RANDOM NUMBERS
To know how to generate random numbers is important, but it is only a first step. Once we have the source of randomness, we need to apply it correctly. In the remainder of the article, three selected topics will be discussed: randomization of stimuli and subjects, random sampling, and randomness in time. These topics have been chosen because of their importance in experimental psychology, and because they tend to be neglected in more general texts dealing with simulations.
Randomization of Stimuli and Subjects
Strings of independent random numbers are not very interesting for randomizing subjects or stimuli, because they may lead to serious imbalances. Suppose an experimenter needs a string of 100 binary digits (zero and one) in order to determine whether a subject is included in Condition A or Condition B. Generating such a string with a random number generator involves a risk of at least 0.27 that more than 55 of the 100 subjects are included in one condition, and fewer than 45 in the other. To avoid these imbalances in randomization, sampling without replacement is a better technique. This is achieved by first listing all alternatives and then making a random permutation of the list.
Before presenting a good permutation algorithm, however, we would like to give a cautionary tale. For years we used an algorithm (Nilsson, 1978) in our laboratory that at first sight seemed very sound and that we actually were going to defend in this article. Yet the algorithm failed on the first and most basic test that was applied to it in our analysis for the present article. Nilsson's (1978) algorithm is the following. First, all alternatives are listed in an array with N elements (e.g., for the example above, an array of 50 Os and 50 ls would be created). Then, a random permutation of the array is made by applying the following algorithm: set I = 0 repeat set I = I + 1 set U = integer random number ranging from 1 to N set A = X[I] (i.e., the ith element from the array)
Each element I of the array can be exchanged with all possible alternatives, which leads to a total sum of imaginable rearrangements equal to N" (e.g., an array of 10 digits can be rearranged in lO'°different ways). At the time, this sounded very convincing to us, and we applied the algorithm without further testing. However, when for testing purposes we listed the 5! = 120 possible orderings of 5 digits and made 12,000 simulations to check whether the 55 = 3,125 possible rearrangements were equally divided over the orderings, we always obtained chi-square values around 700, even though values around 119 were expected (see above). This indicated that something was wrong. If we looked further at the first digit of the permuted array, we saw that the probability was 0.194 that this digit was the first of the original array, 0.245 that it was the second, 0.2 14 that it was the third, 0.183 that it was the fourth, and 0.164 that it was the fifth (the expected value each time was 0.200). That is, the probability (based on the 12,000 simulations) of the first digit's being 1 was good, but then the probability decreased monotonically from the first digit's being 2 to the first digit's being 5. The inequality increased as the number of elements in the string was augmented. For instance, the probability that the second element of a 100-item array was the first in the permuted array amounted to 0.014 (100,000 simulations; expected value, 0.010), whereas the probability of the 100th element's being first was only 0.007 (again 0.010 expected). Remember that an array of 100 elements could be rearranged in 100'°°d ifferent ways. Table 4 gives the distribution of a 10-item array after permutation (the data are based on 100,000 simulations). The differences between observed and expected probability are largest in the lower left corner.
Nilsson's (1978) algorithm learns two things. First, that something looks complicated and/or seems appropriate does not make it random; and second, not all procedures published in establishedjournals and/or books have been well tested (though we admit that mistakes are sometimes very difficult to trace both by authors and by reviewers).
If we then look for a good permutation algorithm, we have to return to the basic process we want to simulate. What is needed is random sampling without replacement. This can be compared with a bowl that contains N elements, from which one element after another is picked out and processed. Each item has a probability of 1/N to be picked out first. If it is not picked out the first time, it has a chance of 1/(N-1) to be picked out second, a chance of 1/(N-2) to be picked out third, and so on, until all items are removed from the bowl. The following algorithm does just this. It draws an element! with chance l/(N-I+ 1) from the array and places it at the end. Note that the number of possible rearrangements is smaller than that for Nilsson's algorithm (N! instead of NN) yet, it produces much better results. 
Twenty simulations in which 12,000 permutations of a five-item array were generated yielded a mean chisquare value of 116.16 for the differences between the observed and expected frequencies over the 120 possible orderings (see above). This is close to the expected value of 119. Algorithm 10 was first proposed by Moses and Oakford (1963) and Green (1963) .
There are two more things to be said about randomization. First, Algorithm 10 produces truly random sequences of items. There is no need to "correct" it by adding constraints, as is sometimes seen in the literature. For instance, it is not necessaryto alter the sequences with more than three stimuli belonging to the same condition, in order to make the sequence more random. Actually, these "corrections" are usually mistakes due to human failure to produce randomness without special training. Their net result is more often an increase of information rather than a decrease (e.g., excluding all sequences with more than three subsequent stimuli of the same condition informs the subject about the fact that if three stimuli of the same type have been presented, the fourth will surely be one of a different type). Those "corrections" should be avoided, unless experimental tests ofmodels require such "nonrandom" constraints. A second common mistake with respect to permutation is the idea that it suffices to make just one random permutation of a stimulus series and to present that permuted series to all subjects. The major aim of randomization is to preclude sequence effects, and because this is largely done by "averaging out" influences, every systematization may involve a bias. With the ubiquitous use of microcomputers, it is not difficult to generate a new permutation for each subject and/or experimental session.
Random Sampling
Two procedures for drawing a random sample from a population can be distinguished, depending on the need to preserve the order of the subjects/stimuli. If the order is of no importance, Algorithm 10 can be used. For instance, if 10 stimuli must be drawn from a population of 100, the algorithm is applied from I = 100 till I = 91, and the last 10 items of the array are used as the sample. If, on the other hand, the order of the stimuli is critical, either a sorting algorithm(see, e.g., Dreger, 1989; Dwyer & Critchfield, 1978; Ellis, 1985; Knuth, 1973; Press, Flannery, Teukolsky, & Vetterling, 1986 ) must be added to Algorithm 10, or another algorithm must be used. Bissell (1986) proposed the following procedure:
Algorithm 11 Random Sampling with Order Preservation
then go to 3 else stop
To test Algorithm 11, all possible samples of 5 elements drawn from a population of 10 elements were listed. This yielded a total of 10!/5!5! = 252 samples. Twenty replications of 25,200 sample drawings were completed, which gave an average chi-square value for the difference between the observed and the expected frequencies equal to 248.93, very close to the expected value of 251.
Randomness in Time: The Exponential and Geometric Distribution
The generation of exponential deviates has been included in this paper because the exponential distribution is the only one that yields true randomness in time. Suppose, for instance, that an experimenter wants to control eye fixations in a visual word recognition task. The experimenter does so by flashing a digit instead of a word at the fixation location from time to time. Subjects have to identify the tachistoscopically presented digit, and if too many errors are made, the session is called invalid. Luce (1986, pp. 13-15) argues that in such a case it would be a bad strategy to use a random variable with a uniform distribution-say, a time-interval varying from 0 to 9 stimuli, with each value having the same probabilitybecause such a procedure changes the amount of information between different values of the variable. Immediately after presentation of a digit, chances are 1 / 10 that a new digit will be presented. However, if no digit has been presented on the 1st trial, chances become 1/9 that it will be shown on the 2nd trial. Similarly, if no digit was shown in the first two trials, chances are 1/8 that it will appear on the 3rd trial, and so on. Finally, after 9 trials without a digit, the probability of a digit on the 10th trial reaches 1, which is a complete lack of randomness. Thus, what is needed is a procedure that will keep the probability of presenting a digit constant at each trial. If chances are 1 / 10 that a digit is presented immediately after another digit, the probability that a digit is presented on Trial 2 if no digit has been presented on Trial 1 must also be 1/10. Or to put it differently, the probability that a digit is presented on Trial 2 must equal 9/10 * 1/10 = 0.09 (i.e., the probability that no digit has been presented on Trial 1 times the probability that a digit is presented on Trial 2). Similarly, the probability of a digit on Trial 3 is 0.9 * 0.9 * 0.1 = .081, and so on. More formally, the probability that a digit is presented on Trial i equals (1 -p) 1 ' * p, which is the geometric distribution, the discrete equivalent of the exponential function. An algorithm for sampling from a geometric distribution is the following:
Algorithm 12 Geometric Distribution generate E = random standard exponential deviate setA = -ln(l-p) return G = integer part of E/A G = 0,1,2,...
The exponential and/or geometric distribution should be utilized whenever randomness in time is required (e.g., also for random foreperiods in reaction time studies; see Luce, 1986, pp. 54-55) . Exponential distributions can be used for simulations as well. For instance, Strube (1983;  see also Gruenberger & Jaffray, 1965) proposed the following test to check the usefulness of a random number generator. Integers between 0 and 9 are generated and the average interval between repetitions of the digits in the series is examined. The distribution of these intervals is geometric with probability density function = * 0.1, expected value = 9 = (l-p)/p, and variance = 90 = (1 -p)/p 2 (Luce, 1986, p. 41) . This test is known in the literature as the gap test (see above). However, whereas most authors (see, e.g., Knuth, 1981) verify the usefulness of a generator by comparing the observed and the expected frequencies of the different gaps with the use of a chi-square test, Strube (1983) proposed to compare the average gap with the expected value and to compute a t test. Furthermore, he calculated the variance of the gaps and compared it with the expected value of 90 via a chi-square test. However, both the ttest of means and the chi-square test of variances assume normality of data (Hays, 1988, pp. 292-293 and 327-331 Strube's (1983) gap test (see also Gruenberger & Jaffray, 1965) should not be used to test the usefulness of a random number generator, unless better tests than t and chi-square are available (an alternative might be to run a number of simulations and estimate the critical values).
CONCLUSION
Algorithms have been described to generate random numbers with a uniform, a normal, and an exponential (geometric) distribution. The utility of these numbers was illustrated with procedures for randomization, random sampling, and randomness in time. Other uses are simulations, numerical approximations of compound mathematical equations, and the creation of nonrandom sequences in which various forms of autocorrelation are present (for these procedures, see Malmi, 1986, and Jenkins, 1976, pp. 46-84) .
AVAILABILITY
In addition to the algorithm descriptions in the text, Appendix B provides Turbo Pascal listings of all procedures discussed. However, it is our experience that a gap exists between the availability of algorithms and their actual implementation. Small mistakes are easily made, so that one is obliged to rerun some elementary tests in order to check the correctness of the implementation. Therefore, Appendix A displays the first few numbers generated by the algorithms when all seeds are equal to 1. In this way, everyone can check the correctness of their implementation. Turbo Pascal and BASIC implementations can also be obtained by sending a formatted disk in a returnable box to the author. For administrative costs, $10 must be included. Function to produce random numbers with a standard normal distribution using the inverse cdf. For information about the values used, see Brophy (1985) . unction to produce random numbers with a standard normal distribution using the Box-14411er algorithm.
For information about the values used, see Ripley (1987) . *) FUNCTION random stand norm2: real; (Box-14i1 len VAR tp1,tp2,tp3tp4,t~5: r~sl; BEGIN tpl := rndnumb2(seedl,seed2,seed3); tp2 := 2*pi*tpl; tp3 := rndnumb2(seedl,seed2,seed3); tp4 := sqrt(2*(~~ln(tp3)));
tp5 := tp4 * cos(tp2); random stand norm2 : = tps; END;
(+~~1*1~Standard normal distribution polar method ++II+++++4ê++*4++I++++I+I+*G+* Function to produce random numbers with a standard normal distribution using the polar method. For information about the values used, see Ripley (1987 
